Protecting SGX Enclaves From Practical Side-Channel Attacks
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This talk
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**Varys**

- 15% average slowdown
- No code changes required
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if (secret == 0) read(addr1)
else read(addr2)

The secret is 0
Vulnerable shared resources
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- ...

"slaps modern cpu" You won’t believe how many side channels this thing can hold
Vulnerable shared resources

- CPU caches (L1, L2)
- Page tables
- FPU
- Memory bus
- ...

Varys
Varys implements a low-cost protection for Intel SGX enclaves against side-channel attacks by creating an **isolated environment** and verifying it at runtime.
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Isolated environment
Varys implements a low-cost protection for Intel SGX enclaves against side-channel attacks by creating an isolated environment and verifying it at runtime.
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![Diagram showing Core 1 with two processes](image-url)
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[Diagram showing a handshake with Core 1 and Core 2, with a process, an attacker, and a process, and a note indicating reading from 0x123.]
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Varys **implements** a low-cost protection for Intel SGX enclaves against side-channel attacks by creating an isolated environment and verifying it at runtime.
Implementation

Source code → LLVM pass (Exit detection) → Compiler (SCONE) → Hardened binary

Runtime library (Handshake & cache eviction)
Varys implements a **low-cost** protection for Intel SGX enclaves against side-channel attacks by creating an isolated environment and verifying it at runtime.
Evaluation: performance
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Handshake and eviction only at enclave exits

- 20-30 times per second
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False positives
Varys implements a low-cost protection for Intel SGX enclaves against side-channel attacks by creating an isolated environment and verifying it at runtime.
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- Evict caches on enclave exits
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